View Quiz Attempts

Faculty can view student attempts on a quiz. When a student starts a quiz and clicks “Start Quiz!”, D2L automatically categorizes this as “Users with attempts in progress”. Once a student submits a quiz, D2L categories this as “Users who have completed an attempt”. If a student gets kicked out of an exam due to a power outage or loss of internet connection, the system will allow them to go back in to finish the exam and submit the quiz.

1. On the Manage Quizzes page, on the quiz dropbox menu select Grade.
2. By default, a list of students that have completed the quiz will appear below. Click on a student’s attempt to view his/her progress through the quiz.

Click on the Quizzes Event Log hyperlink to view the date/time that the student saved each answer.

3. To view attempts in progress or students that have not made an attempt, select from the Restrict to dropdown menu and then click on the Search icon.
Submit Student’s quiz

Periodically a student will take a quiz but forget to submit it. If a student starts a quiz but does not submit the attempt, the quiz displays as "in progress" on the Grade Quiz page, and the Enter Quiz as User icon appears beside the attempt.

As the instructor, you may submit the quiz for the student:

- Click the icon beside the quiz attempt in progress.
- Click Go to Submit Quiz.
- Click Submit Quiz. You will return to the Grade Quiz.